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1 Introduction
In this deliverable a general description of the structure of AIDApy package is presented along
with a detailed guide of how the gitlab documentation is generated. Regarding the structure of
AIDApy the golden standards of the modern python packages have been followed and imposed
during the development process. For the documentation Sphinx was the main utility used for its
generation. Finally, several ready-to-use tutorials have been provided in Google Colab in the form
of Jupyter notebooks that the users can execute in their own browser without the need to install
anything in their local PC.

2 Executive summary
In collaboration with WP9, WP2 has defined a detailed structure of the AIDApy python package.
The code can be installed in a local computer, can be run in a container, and can be launched
interactively online in Google Colab notebooks. The code is composed of six main modules, and
the source code for the documentation is included in the repository. Two types of documentation
are available: a) an online documentation with a full description of the software, and b) an in-line
API documentation of the classes, methods, and functions of the AIDApy code. This former is
written in plain text using the reStructuredText (.rst) format, while the later is written inside the
source code using docstrings. We provide a list of 11 different jupyter notebooks that can be
executed in Google Colab right away. These notebooks give a good overview of the different tools
available in AIDApy.

3 General description of the AIDApy package
In this section, a general description of the AIDApy python package is presented, including all the
files and folders of the repository. We follow several guidelines that are golden standards in any
modern python package. First of all the aidapy is an open-source python package with MIT
licence.
The majority of the code is written in Python but functionalities that are written in Fortran are also
included. The modules and the functionalities of AIDApy have been co-developed using Git
technology and more specifically the DevOps platform GitLab. The guidelines that the developers
are required to follow are described in the STYLEGUIDE.rst of the gitlab repository.
For each major release, the CHANGELOG.rst is updated with the new features and enhancements
that have been integrated. Our main goal, after the version 0.1.0 is to prioritise these files and
keep better track of them.
From the command line the used can download the full AIDApy repository with the following
command:
git clone https://gitlab.com/aidaspace/aidapy aidapy && cd aidapy
The end user can run the following command to see the overall structure of the AIDApy:
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tree -L 2 -A -I '__pycache__|tests*'
Then the following structure appears:
.
├── aidapy
<-- main AIDApy package
│ ├── aidafunc
│ ├── aidaxr
│ ├── data
│ ├── external
│ ├── __init__.py
│ ├── ml
│ └── tools
├── CHANGELOG.rst
├── doc
│ ├── _build <-- generated by Sphinx
│ ├── environment.yml
│ ├── Makefile
│ └── source
├── docker
│ ├── dockerfile
│ ├── dockerfile_py38
│ └── run_docker.sh
├── examples
│ ├── 01_missions
│ ├── 02_omni_regressor
│ ├── 03_gmm
│ ├── 04_coronal_holes
│ ├── 05_omni_regressor_lstm
│ ├── 05-omni_regressor_lstm_mlp
│ ├── 06_omni_regressor_dcnn_D91_case5.3
│ ├── 06_omni_regressor_lstm_D91_case5.2
│ ├── 07_coronal_holes_unsupervised
│ ├── 08_aidapy_customization_example
│ ├── 09_wave_identification
│ ├── 10_active_regions_vae
│ └── README.rst
├── LICENSE.txt
├── MANIFEST.in
├── notebooks_aida
│ ├── 00_tutorials
│ ├── 01_loading_mission_data
│ ├── 02_velocity_distribution_tool
│ ├── 03_omni_dst_forecast
│ ├── 04_sitl_classification_region
│ ├── 05_lstm_dst
│ ├── 06_dst_xai
│ ├── 07_ch_segmentation
│ ├── environment.yml
│ ├── LICENSE.txt
│ ├── README.md
│ └── WP4
├── pytest.ini
├── README.rst
├── setup.cfg
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├── setup.py
└── STYLEGUIDE.rst
├── .gitlab-ci.yml
├── .readthedocs.yaml
├── .gitignore

Figure 1. The tree structure of AIDApy.
To install AIDApy the end user can follow the guidelines in the file README.rst. The README
document describes the objective of the package, the way to install it, a very simple usage to
illustrate, some acknowledgements with authors and contributors and funding.
Commonly, the most important script to perform the installation is the setup.py. The setup script
is the centre of all activity in building, distributing, and installing modules using the Distutils. The
main purpose of the setup script is to describe the module distribution to the Distutils, so that the
various commands that operate on them follow the correct installation procedure.
Instead of using a dynamic setup.py approach, we chose to use a setup.cfg. The main reason
supporting this choice is the declarative approach of setup.cfg. In the setup.cfg each component
of the building process has a distinctive field making it much more clearer for the end-user. Also
with the setup.cfg the user can control and modify other aspects of the python package such as
how to measure the linting score, the format of the distribution wheels, what to include in the
testing routines, etc. In order to have better clarity in the testing options, the pytest.ini file is also
introduced. Finally, a MANIFEST.in is also included that indicates what should be shipped
alongside the code. The requirements.txt that is very common in python projects has been
omitted, since the setup.cfg deals with the project dependencies.
Moreover, a good tactic is to use a .gitignore file. A gitignore file specifies intentionally untracked
files that Git should ignore. Each line in a gitignore file specifies a pattern. When deciding whether
to ignore a path, Git normally checks gitignore patterns from multiple sources, with the following
order of precedence, from highest to lowest. So, a .gitignore file is also used to avoid the tracking
of temporal builds of the package or its documentation, as well as folders that only contain
experimental results.
The last files that are included in AIDApy are the .gitlab-ci.yml and .readthedocs.yaml that contain
configurations for the GitLab CI pipelines (which trigger every commit in the master and the
develop branch) and Read the Docs, respectively. What is worth mentioning about the CI
pipelines is that the linting and testing standards are automatically checked. In particular, the
linting score must exceed the 8/10 and the total coverage score to be adequate (over 70%).
In summary, the files that are presented in AIDApy are depicted in Table 1 along with a short
description.
Table 1. The AIDApy configuration/building files.
File

Description

CHANGELOG.rst

Changes of each release

LICENSE.txt

Licence of usage and distribution
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README.rst

README instructions

setup.cfg

Config file for the setup

setup.py

Python script to install AIDApy

.readthedocs.yml

Config file for building the doc

.gitlab-ci.yml

Config file of the CI/CD tools

.gitignore

Config file of the files to ignore

pytest.ini

Config file of the pytest

MANIFEST.in

What should be shipped with

Dockerfile

Dockerfile to build the AIDApy image

The folders existing in AIDApy and their internal structure are also worth mentioning. Table 2
presents these folders along with a short description.
Table 2. The AIDApy configuration/building folders
Folder

Description

aidapy

The source code of AIDApy

doc

Contains the doc sources

notebooks_aida

All the jupyter notebook of AIDApy

examples

The use cases that have been
developed.

The most important folder in Table 2 is the aidapy directory that contains all the source code.
From the tree structure of this directory, as it is depicted in Figure 1, it can be observed that the
code is composed of several modules. In Table 3, the structure and a short description of each
AIDApy module is presented.
Table 3. Structure of AIDApy modules.
Module

Structure

Description

aidafunc

├── aidafunc
│ ├── event_search.py
│ ├── __init__.py
│ ├── load_data.py
│ └──

Contains important internal functions such as the
load_data which is a high level wrapper for
downloading data from the web.
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set_load_config.py

finding important events from the heliophysics data.

aidaxr

├── aidaxr
│ ├── epsilon.py
│ ├── graphical.py
│ ├── hankel.py
│ ├── __init__.py
│ ├── process.py
│ ├── statistics.py
│ ├── tools.py
│ ├── vdf.py
│ └── xevents.py

This module contains the xarray accessors. Xarray
accessors are an important feature of AIDApy since
they contain functionalities for the statistical analysis
of satellite time series. It also contains functions for
the analysis of Velocity Distribution Functions (VDFs).

data

├── data
│ ├── __init__.py
│ ├── irods_interface
│ └── mission

The mission data module contains all the code that is
responsible for connecting the AIDApy with external
databases.

external

├── external
│ ├── mpi
│ ├── unsupmr
│ └──
wave_identification

The external module consists of code that is still not
fully integrated with the remaining modules. Iit
contains use cases partially developed in the Fortran
language, and the full source code used in the
publication of our paper regarding the unsupervised
identification of magnetic reconnection regions in
simulations.

ml

├── ml
│ ├── assets
│ ├── builders
│ ├── callback_hook.py
│ ├── callbacks
│ ├── cli.py
│ ├── data
│ ├── engine.py
│ ├── engine_unspr.py
│ ├── factory.py
│ ├── hpo_optuna.py
│ ├── loss
│ ├── metrics
│ ├── models
│ ├── optim
│ ├── optimizations
│ ├── postprocess
│ ├── pruner.py
│ ├── utils

The Machine Learning sub module contains the
utilities needed to run the use cases with machine and
deep learning.

[AIDA – GA # 776262]

The irods_interface sub-module is the necessary API
for the connection of AIDApy with AIDAdb and in the
mission sub-module is the functionalities for the
AIDApy to communicate with external databases.

The inspiration of the architecture of this module is to
decouple the training process and the model
definition. The end users can easily integrate new
functionalities such as new data loaders or new CNN
models without the need of re-coding common
sections.
The main script in this module is stored in the
factory.py file. Its role is to select the appropriate
engine according to the running use-case. Then each
engine (between the supervised, un-supervised and
optimization) selects the desired components.
Some of the functionalities that are included in this
module are:
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│ └── visualisation

●
●
●
●
●
●

tools

└── tools
├── __init__.py
├── sitl_parsing.py
├── vdf_plot.py
└── vdf_utils.py

Data loaders.
CNN models.
Different loss functions and metrics.
Visualisations routines.
Model optimization routines such as pruning
and quantization.
Interfaces for the interoperability of the other
modules.

In the tools directory we saved utilities, mostly used in
the notebooks and the tutorials of AIDApy.

Finally, the structure and the usage of other important AIDApy folders is presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Structure of other AIDApy folders.
Module

Structure

Description

doc

doc/
├── _build
├── environment.yml
├── Makefile
└── source

This module contains the sources and the compilation
method of the documentation of AIDApy.

examples/
├── 01_missions
├── 02_omni_regressor
├── 03_gmm
├── 04_coronal_holes
├──
05_omni_reg/or_lstm
├──
05-omni_regr/or_mlp
├── 06_omni_…
├── 06_omni_..
├──
07_coronal_holes_…
├── 08_aidapy_custo…
├── 09_wave_ident….
├── 10_active_regions…
└── README.rst

The examples folder in the root directory contains the
major use cases that have been produced during the
AIDApy project.

├── 00_tutorials
├── 01_loading_missi…
├── 02_velocity_distr….

In the notebooks folder, several tutorials have been
included to facilitate the end user to learn how to use
AIDApy.

examples

notebooks

[AIDA – GA # 776262]

In chapter 4 the current status of the documentation
is described in detail.

These use cases are easy to reproduce since we have
provided all the necessary files for the end-users to
run them. In particular the dataset, model weights &
configuration files that contain the specifications of
the experiments are included in the online repo.
Furthermore, most of these use cases can be runned
with a single line command that is especially useful for
projects that contain a lot of backend code.
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├── 03_omni_dst_for…
├── 04_sitl_classific…
├── 05_lstm_dst
├── 06_dst_xai
├──
07_ch_segmentation
├── environment.yml
├── LICENSE.txt
├── README.md

These tutorials are written in the jupyter notebook
format, very well known for its user friendliness.
Some of the problems described in the notebooks are
the prediction of the Dst index with a variety of deep
learning approaches, the coronal hole segmentation
with UNet as well as several demo applications of
important AIDApy functionalities.

4 Structure of the AIDApy documentation
In this section the final structure of the documentation page of AIDApy is presented as well as the
tools that were used to generate it and maintain it in the future. As it is presented in Table 5, We
are deploying a documentation consisting of three levels of depth (columns in the table), with six
major sections at Level 0. Each of them is significant for the end user to better understand the
structure and the functionalities of the python package.
Level 0

Level 1

Level 2

About AIDA
About AIDApy

Contact information
Licences

Getting Started

Installation guide

PyPI
From sources
Docker container
Google Colab

AIDApy structure

Data engine
ML engine
Optimization engine
Statistics toolbox
VDF tools
Event analysis
External tools

[AIDA – GA # 776262]
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AIDAdb

Description
Access to AIDAdb

Examples

Included in the code
Jupyter notebooks

API Reference Guide

[ALL automatic documentation]

Contributing

Standards
Customization guide

Supervised methods
Unsupervised methods

Table 5. Structure of the online AIDApy documentation. The information is distributed at three
different levels with six main sections in the initial Level 0.
The documentation is auto generated with the help of the python library Sphinx. This
documentation generator translates a set of plain text source files into various output formats,
automatically producing cross-references, indices, etc. Sphinx can generate a series of HTML
files, a PDF file (via LaTeX), man pages or documents in other formats, by collecting information
written in plain text from multiple files residing in multiple directories. The files must be written with
the reStructuredText or Markdown formatting.
To auto generate the AIDApy documentation through Sphinx, the reStructuredText (.rst) format has
been used in almost every documentation file. Furthermore, several jupyter notebooks have been
linked in the documentation for better visualisation of the supported use cases.
In Table 6 the necessary sources to generate the online documentation of AIDApy are presented.
Table 6. Sources to generate the AIDApy Documentation.
doc/source/
├── conf.py
├── contributing.rst
├── energetic_particles.rst
├── event_search.rst
├── examples.rst
├── extreme_events.rst
├── fig
├── getting_started.rst
├── help_ref.rst
├── index.rst
├── installation.rst
├── mission.rst
├── ml.rst
├── modules.rst
├── mpi_statistics-toolbox.rst
├── ref_manual.rst
├── _static
├── statistics.rst
├── vdf.rst
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└── wave_identification.rst
It is difficult to maintain an update documentation for codes that change rapidly, and for software
developed by multiple teams. To keep an updated documentation we have also used “in-line”
documentation, where the classes, methods, and functions are documented directly in the source
code.
Python source documentation strings (or docstrings) provide a convenient way to associate
documentation with Python modules, functions, classes, and methods. This documentation is
performed in-line, i.e. in the code of the AIDApy modules itself, and can be retrieved by Sphinx
and formatted for its automatic deployment online.
There are many different types of docstrings differentiated by their syntax. The docstrings, in a
python code that needs to be documented, are declared using ”’triple single quotes”’ or “””triple
double quotes””” just below the class, method or function declaration. All functions should have a
docstring. First, a short description of the code is given. After that, the user should include all
inputs (parameters) and outputs (return) in the corresponding sections. Mathematical equations
can also be presented inside docstrings, due to LaTex Parser that Sphinx integrates.
The following Table 7 is shown a fully detailed docstring for a specific function inside AIDApy
Package. It documents the functionality and explains type and necessity for each variable
included in the inputs and outputs. Sphinx parses the docstring and produces the following result
as a static page. This process is recursive for all Python Scripts that are included inside the
inspection folder.
Table 7: An example of Docstring in the AIDApy module (aidapy.aidaxr.epsilon.epsilon)
and the corresponding documentation page.

The best way for the end user to compile the AIDApy documentation is the following. First, run the
following command to install all the necessary dependencies from the root directory of the AIDApy
code:

[AIDA – GA # 776262]
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pip3 install -e .[doc]
The required dependencies of Sphinx are the following and can been found in the setup.cfg:
sphinx_rtd_theme<4
sphinx>=2.1
nbsphinx>=0.8.3
sphinxcontrib-apidoc
ipython
ipykernel>=1.3
Now, the documentation can be compiled through the command:
python3 setup.py build_sphinx
The _build directory is created inside the doc folder of the AIDApy root directory as it is depicted
in Figure 2. Inside this directory the html files of the static are available.

Figure 2. Building folder that contains the documentation
The current version of the AIDApy documentation page is presented in Table 8. In this table the
reader can visualise the structure that was discussed in Table 5.

[AIDA – GA # 776262]
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Table 8. Visualisation of the documentation page
Finally, one other important aspect of the documentation is that it is auto-generated through the
Continuous Integration tools of the gitlab (CI tools) and it is hosted for free through the gitlab
servers. This means that the required maintenance is minimal. New functionalities included in
AIDApy are added automatically to the online documentation. The API reference of the gitlab page
will automatically update from the CI/CD tools that are running every time a new commit is
performed in the master branch of the repository.
In Figure 3, a CI pipeline is depicted. Since the CI job inside the red box was successful the new
documentation static page will be updated in the AIDApy repository.

[AIDA – GA # 776262]
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Figure 3. Visualisation of the main CI pipeline of the AIDApy code as shown online in the GitLab
repository. The deployment task updates the online documentation automatically.

5 Additional tools to understand and test AIDApy
Google Colab provides an additional interactive environment where users can write and execute
Python inside the browser. Moreover, it offers hardware acceleration (GPU) to speed up Machine
Learning Experiments and easy sharing, making it a power tool for research purposes. Inside AIDA
project, several Notebooks were developed to present different experiments and usage of AIDApy
package that are presented in the Table 9:

Notebook Name

Description

Google Colab Link

Connection between AIDApy
and AIDAdb using iRODS.

Explore different options to explore and
download files from AIDAdb, using iRODS
interface.

Coronal Holes Segmentation
using AIDApy ML Package

Analysing Coronal Holes Segmentation
problem using AIDApy`s ML Module and
preparing a supervised and an unsupervised
experiment.

DST Indexing Forecasting
using AIDApy ML Package

Analysing Forecasting using Deep Learning
(LSTM Networks), preparing an example
using DST Index Heliospheric data.

Self-Organizing Maps for
Space Physics

Demonstration of the use of Self-Organizing
Maps, including their use for the classification
of solar wind properties.

link

Using AIDApy statistics to
analyse data

Demonstration on the use of the statistics
toolbox of AIDApy on time series from
spacecraft observations.

link

[AIDA – GA # 776262]
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Using epsilon to identify
non-thermal features in
particle data.

Demonstration of the analysis of VDF data
from the MMS mission.

link

Using the Hankel transform
toolbox on shock simulation

Using the statistical toolbox to analysi VDF
from simulation data.

link

Using the module xevents
from AIDApy to detect
extreme, intermittent events

Demonstration of the specialised functions of
AIDApy to detect extreme events in satellite
data

link

AIDAvip flight

Virtual satellite flight in three-dimensional
simulation of plasma turbulence.

link

AIDAvip curlomenter

Use Curlometer technique on multi-SC
synthetic measurements

link

AIDAvip top hat

Apply Top-Hat analyser on simulated proton
distribution function

link

Table 9. List of existing Google Colab notebooks that make use of AIDApy. The notebooks are
ready to be executed in virtual machines hosted at Google.
Most of these Google Colab notebooks were used in the Second AIDA School on Machine
Learning for Heliophysics. The presentations, slides and files used for the school are available
online and reported in the Deliverables of WP10.

6 Conclusion
This report concludes the work performed in WP2. We presented here a detailed description of
the code structure of the AIDApy python package and its documentation. We hope that this
document will be the base for future developments and extensions. We included a comprehensive
list of resources to understand and use the code. We paid particular attention to the creation of an
automatic system of documentation that will automatically maintain the API of the code updated.
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